
D1 EVALUATE THE INFLUENCE STAKEHOLDERS IN COMIC RELIEF

D1 evaluate the influence different stakeholders exert in one organization of health and comic relief key partners through
myvoice project - british youth.

Apple wants to achieve as business honesty, respect with the stakeholders, and protect apples information of
customer employees and suppliers. British heart foundations objective: To pioneer research into the causes of
heart disease and improved methods of prevention, diagnosis and treatment. How do you reflect the
aspirations of your stakeholders? They can choose to take their custom elsewhere. We take personal interest in
the hearts and minds of everyone around us. The stores that the British Heart Foundation owned most of the
profits go toward to the charity so the public would be helping out but, also buying the goods they need for an
example: The employees work for BHF because, it voluntary but also to have a salary which is paid in 12
equal installments. As a business the British heart foundation influence the business by giving the best care
and support for the patients and to reduce the level if heart diseases across the UK. Liable for the financial
responsibility and other consequences of the organisation. D1 evaluate the influence different stakeholders
exert in british airways This makes the story behind our fight authentic. They oversee their directors who
manage the staff across the whole charity. They are all dedicated to the fight to keep hearts beating. The
cooperate partners is a partnership between a fundraising organisation and a commercial entity, where the
commercial entity provides money, skills or other resources to the fundraising organisation. The same can be
said for mass collaboration efforts occurring through digital, online technology for the development of new
and innovative systems, products, and ideas. Treat customers, suppliers, employees, and others with respect.
The board of trustees who volunteer their time to help direct their work with the government and the British
heart foundation. The board of directors has the influence to mange their specific department and control what
happens to Apple as a business. Board of trustees is members of the council and advisory body comprising of
up to 30 members. Customers can influence a business by deciding to continue to purchase goods and services
from the organisation. You have different types of customers. We know the need is urgent. Strategic direction
and strategic formulation 7 Missions and objectives 7. They are volunteer employees in training and
recruitment advisor, retail area manager, and national stock generation manager. To reduce the inequalities in
levels of heart disease across the UK. Demonstrate honesty and high ethical standards in all business dealings.
The owners would be interested in Apple because, they were the founders of the company also want the best
for the company. Which markets, brands, products and customers should you prioritize in order to maximize
value creation? The customers would be influence by the British Heart Foundation because, they like to help
to donate money to a particular charity or they love to help cause. Why each of these stakeholders are
interested in Apple? The stakeholders for The British Heart Foundation Board of trustees is a group of people
that are appointed for a non-profit organisation like the British Heart Foundation. Our relentless determination
to succeed ensures we use the knowledge we have to make things happen. This could take the form of work to
rule, bans on overtime, sit-ins or in extreme cases withdrawal of labor. The owners are interested in how much
profit the business makes, and the dividend the will receive.


